The difference is Gaggenau.

The difference is Gaggenau.
The new 400 series ventilation.

Since 1683, Gaggenau has been driven time and
again to achieve outstanding performance.
Accomplishments that exceed even the highest
expectations regarding design and architecture
are what we consider standard.
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Our 400 series ventilation boasts a variety of
design options and allows the focus to remain on
what matters most in the kitchen—producing meals
that are sure to impress. Its quiet and efficient
technology is further complemented by sculptural
design. Different models ensure the right technical
fit for every spatial situation. Superior technology,
aesthetic perfection, high-quality materials, the
400 series ventilation incorporates what Gaggenau
has always stood for: Design quality, tradition and
system excellence.

Sophisticated product design always considers
the spatial requirements. Thanks to different
ventilation types, our sophisticated appliances are
ideally matched to those requirements and
preferences. Every form follows its function.

The control knob defines our attitude visibly and
t angibly in the smallest possible space: Usability and
design always go hand in hand. Solid materials, a
high-precision finish and unrivalled touch turn a
simple control knob for the downdraft ventilation into
a design object.

The baffle filter was originally developed for
professional kitchens. Full-surface polished stainless
steel reflects quality, durability and functional
elegance. Slanted positioning of the filters ensures
that maximum surface is available for efficiently
trapping vapors. The filter also achieves outstanding
results when it comes to absorbing grease. The baffle
filter is integrated in the new AW 442 professional
wall-mounted hood as well as in the AI 442
professional island hood.

The AI 442 island hood and the AW 442 wall-mounted
hood put the cooktop surface in the right light thanks to
flush LEDs. With a 3-millimeter stainless steel full panel,
they perfectly match to the appliances of the Vario 400
series cooktops.

The VL 414 downdraft ventilation is ideal for expansive
architecture and kitchen islands. It quietly and effectively
extracts vapors and odors directly from where they arise.
Whether surface or flush-mounted, its installation is
simply a matter of taste.
The AL 400 retractable downdraft is the ideal solution
for open-plan spaces and kitchen islands. Up and
running in no time and demonstrating its effectiveness
at e
 xtracting vapors directly at the cooktop, it
disappears again just as quickly into the counter-top
when not in use.

